
 

 
Remote Learning Survey Results 

 
29th January 2021 

Dear parents/carers, 
 
Thank you to all parents who completed our recent survey, which asked for feedback on the remote learning 
provided by school. It was lovely to read all the positive and constructive comments you had written and hear how 
helpful you have found the learning provided by teachers. We appreciate you taking the time when we know you are 
busy. 
 
We had 70 responses to the survey out of 104 families in the school. The overall rating of how you felt about remote 
learning provided was 4.5 on a 1-5 scale. We were delighted to hear this as the teachers have/are working hard to 
provide meaningful learning while we cannot be together on site.  
 
Live Lessons via Zoom 
It was clear to see that children were finding their zoom lessons with teachers extremely helpful. They not only 
provided teaching but also a connection for children to be able to see their teachers and classmates in these difficult 
times. Zoom sessions have been timetabled so that no two classes have a zoom lesson at the same time. They have 
been timetabled carefully to prevent overlap so families with children in different classes will be able to attend. 
Unfortunately, this means we are not able to add in more or longer zoom lessons. We have looked at how we can 
utilise planned Zoom sessions fully and teachers have tried to implement this where they can.  
 
Work  
It was great to see that parents were finding the timetable and schedules provided useful to provide a structure to 
the day. It was clear to see that children and parents were enjoying the range of subjects and activities teachers 
were setting.   
 
Most parents felt the work was enough but a few parents explained they were struggling with completing it all. We 
understand that everyone’s situations and circumstances are different. We do not want the quantity of school work 
to be a source of stress for families. If your family is struggling with the quantity of work, please contact your child’s 
teacher. They will work with you to prioritise the lessons and work to complete. Please use the following email 
addresses to contact teachers:  

Class 1 Mrs Parsons class1@eastington.gloucs.sch.uk 

Class 2 Miss Smith class2@eastington.gloucs.sch.uk 

Class 3 Mrs Burns class3@eastington.gloucs.sch.uk 

Class 4 Mrs Rome & Miss Pates class4@eastington.gloucs.sch.uk 

Class 5 Mrs Redpath class5@eastington.gloucs.sch.uk 

 
Feedback 
Teachers are working hard to get feedback to children as quickly as they can. Teachers will aim to give more detailed 
feedback to the child based on their work submitted at least once a day and give acknowledgement of other 
subjects. It appears children have felt motivated by teacher feedback. Children have enjoyed reading the positive 
comments teachers have provided on their work.   
 
Teachers so far have provided lots of feedback on children’s work. Feedback from teachers will be left in a private 
comment attached to the piece of work the child has returned. In order to view this comment, you will need to click 
on the work, which the teacher returned. Google classroom does not always notify you that a teacher has left a 
comment or feedback. Children need to look back at the work they sent it to see the comments. If you are struggling 
to view your feedback, please contact your child’s teacher.  
 



We understand 5pm deadline can be tricky for some parents. If this is the case, please speak to your child’s teacher, 
they will work with you to come up with a solution for this.  
 
Pre-recorded lessons (ie. White rose maths and oak academy) 
There were many positive comments on the use of pre-recorded lessons (ie. White rose and oak academy). Whilst 
we understand they are not as good as live lessons, they are used because they cover the same content as children 
would in school. This allows children to carry on learning same content as they would if they were in school.   
 
The links/content of pre-recorded lessons which we share will be appropriate to the age of children. Lessons will 
signpost parents to specific online content within websites such as Vimeo, which host White Rose Hub math’s tuition 
clips, and YouTube, which host Joe Wicks work outs etc. Parents & carers do need to be aware that children can click 
on other content within these websites, which will not be appropriate for their child – I know most of you 
understand this but it is always good to think about online risks for children. When in school children, have been 
taught about online safety and the importance of sharing anything, which worries them online, so do encourage 
them to share with you too. 
 
 
We understand times are tough at the moment. The pandemic has had a significant impact on everyone but in many 
different ways. Everyone's circumstances are very different, and we appreciate that. Whatever your personal 
circumstances, we know you will be doing a great job to support your children. If you are finding remote learning 
hard, please contact your child’s teacher who will work with you to help make it work for your family.  
 
With many thanks, 
 
Zoe Avastu 
Headteacher 
 
 
 


